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The Monell Connection is your window into Monell and the world of smell and taste, so we
made it look better! The exciting new look will continue to evolve as you engage with it and as
this space continues to be your source of smell and taste news.
 
Other evolving matters include exciting, transformational news that started off our 2022. Monell
received a grant of up to $26 million from our founding benefactor, the Ambrose Monell
Foundation. The grant represents the largest single donation to the Center since its founding.
This, along with all of your continuing support, propels the impact of taste and smell science on
your well-being and secures Monell's position as a premier independent basic research
institute.
 
Happy reading,

Robert Margolskee, MD, PhD  
Director & President
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https://monell.org/
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Volunteers Are Needed to Complete Four Different
Smell Tests

Adults 18 years and older may qualify for a research study to
validate SCENTinel, a newly developed rapid smell test to
screen for smell loss, against three other commercially
available smell tests. This study involves 1 visit to the Monell
Center, which will last ~60 minutes. You will receive $20
following the completion of the study. If you are interested in
participating, please contact eguerra@monell.org.

|

Want More Research Opportunities? Check out these ways to get involved.

|
Can Dogs Smell a Pandemic Before It Starts?

Monell's Dr. Bruce Kimball has been on the forefront of
researching innovative disease surveillance technologies
since 2009. His work, along with Dr. Glen Golden of
Colorado State University, is turning bird flu surveillance into
a more efficient process, using (yes, you guessed right)
dogs, but also ferrets! Researchers aim to build on these
findings to develop biodetectors of bird flu that will be
invaluable in tracking and containing wildlife disease 
outbreaks.

 

|

What If Nothing Smells the Same?

What would you do if you woke up one morning to find your
coffee smelling like garbage or rotting meat? Panic? If that's
likely, read more about this condition called parosmia in recent
research by postdoctoral fellow Robert Pellegrino and
colleagues from AbScent, University of Reading, and
Technische Universität Dresden.

|
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Have You Read Our Most Popular Story of 2021?
 

Of Worms, the Sense of Taste, and World Health: In a study with great significance for global
health, the Jiang Lab helped us understand more about how taste-like cells in the gut initiate an
immune response that can expel worm infections from our bodies.

|

Hearing the Patient's Voice

Monell and collaborators - the Smell and Taste Association of
North America and the Otolaryngology Department at Thomas
Jefferson University Hospital - have received the Eugene
Washington Patient-Centered Outcomes Research
Institute Engagement Award. The $200,000 award pushes us
forward to better listen and learn from the ground-zero
audience itself: patients who experience taste and smell
disorders.

|

Could This Be a Key to Understanding Taste Loss?
 

The average lifespan of taste cells is only 1-2 weeks. Recent results from the Jiang Lab at
Monell provide new insights into how the continuous regeneration of taste cells is controlled. Our
understanding of such processes is crucial because, with the rapid turnover of taste cells,
interruptions of this ongoing regeneration process can lead to an altered sense of taste.

|
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It's Anosmia Awareness
Day!

Mark your calendar for
more than Valentine's,
because February 27 is
Anosmia Awareness Day.
Stay tuned to this page for
news about what we and
our partners all over the
world have in store for that
day!

Can Universal Smell
Testing Help Identify
Diseases Early?

Speaking of anosmia, hear
about what universal smell
testing could mean to your
health in this interview with
Dr. Valentina Parma.

A Genetic Risk Factor
for Covid-19 Smell and
Taste Loss

And we also recommend
you take a look at this viral
NBC story featuring
Monell's Dr. Danielle
Reed.

 

In Memoriam: Dale Lowry, MD, Monell Research Partner, Friend

Dr. Louis Dale Lowry, 84, passed away Sunday, December 26, 2021. As Chair of Jefferson
University's Department of Otolaryngology-Head & Neck Surgery, he and Dr. Beverly Cowart of
Monell founded the Monell-Jefferson Taste & Smell Clinic, which was a core facility of the NIH
funded Chemosensory Clinical Research Center.
 

The Clinic represented an invaluable resource for patients with chemosensory deficits who had
very few places to turn to. Through its evaluation of thousands of patients with taste and smell
complaints, clinic scientists enhanced our understanding of chemosensory dysfunction as a
disease entity, developed appropriate clinical measures of chemosensory function, and
identified causes of dysfunction.
 

This collaboration served as the foundation for decades-long continuing clinical-academic
relationship between Monell and Jefferson, which has grown to include many researchers from
both institutions.
 

In lieu of flowers, the Lowry family has generously directed contributions in Dr. Lowry's memory
to the Monell Center.. 
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Your opinion matters. Tell us what you think of this email.
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